How economic growth and politics interact

Summary and policy-relevant findings

Researchers from Stanford University study the relationship between fast and continued economic growth and the role of institutions. Their research is part of the Improving Institutions for Pro-Poor Growth (iiG) research programme and uses thirteen, mainly Asian, case studies. They find that although there is no one path to growth, leaders play a key role in the growth and development of developing economies. The research suggests that leaders should:

- Base their economic policies on an open economy approach. This means reducing barriers to trade and encouraging exports.

- Make sure that political structures exist that will give the open economy approach time to succeed through creating a stable political environment. A stable political environment may require the creation of a one party system or a voting system that creates a dominant party.

- Sustain economic growth by adapting to changes and to new interest groups so that the open economy policy can continue to succeed. They can do this by making special political and economic allowances to specific groups, and including diverse interests in the political process.
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Overview and Context

The report studied thirteen, mainly Asian, economies that grew at a rate of 7% or more per year for a period of 25 years or more. Rather than proposing a general theory, the authors try to draw together lessons from the case studies that can provide examples for other leaders to follow. They find that the thirteen countries studied in the report all achieved growth in very different ways.

Report conclusions in more detail

Opening the economy to trade

The first step towards sustained and rapid growth is to open the economy to trade. To implement a change in economic policy, there needs to be a catalyst. This is often, though not always, a crisis. In times of crisis, leaders have fewer restrictions in changing economic policy and in implementing institutional reform.

Ensuring success of the open economy

The second step is to make an open economy policy successful. To achieve this, politicians need to create a stable political environment with a political consensus that supports this approach. The researchers find that one party or dominant party systems have been important in the success of the Asian countries studied (for example, China and Japan). Single or dominant party systems can direct incentives towards economic growth because their success is tied to growth. In multi-party systems, politicians’ success is not necessarily linked to pursuing economic growth. By having single or dominant parties the thirteen countries avoided short term political movements that could have changed the open economy approach.

Leaders can encourage a dominant/one party system through combining political parties or by re-structuring the voting system so that it favours the dominant party. For example, if an economy is mostly agricultural when the open economy policy is first implemented, this can be done through creating unequal sized districts that favour rural interests.

Changing the strategy with increasing economic complexity

The third step is that leaders must change their strategy to accommodate the changes that are generated by the increasing complexity of a growing economy. Some basic institutional shifts that are required include:

1. Opening of the dominant party and of the political process to new interest groups;
2. A shift from a one party to a two party or multi-party system; and,
3. The creation of a bureaucracy that is competent in dealing with an increasingly complex economy.
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